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Introduction Previous influenza pandemics had second and on

occasion third waves in many countries that were at times more

severe than the initial pandemic waves.

Objective This study aims to determine the seroepidemiology of

successive waves of H1N1pdm09 infections in Singapore and the

overall risks of infection.

Methods We performed a cohort study amongst 838 adults, with

blood samples provided upon recruitment and at 5 points from

2009 to 2011 and tested by haemagglutination inhibition (HI) with

A/California/7/2009 (H1N1pdm09). Surveys on key demographic

and clinical information were conducted at regular intervals, and

associations between seroconversion and these variables were

investigated.

Results After the initial wave from June to September 2009, second

and third waves occurred from November 2009 to February 2010

and April to June 2010, respectively. Seroconversion was 13�5%
during the first wave and decreased to 6�2% and 6�8% in subsequent

waves. Across the three waves, the elderly and those with higher

starting HI titres were at lower risk of seroconversion, while those

with larger households were at greater risk. Those with higher

starting HI titres were also less likely to have an acute respiratory

infection.

Conclusions The second and third waves in Singapore had lower

serological attack rates than the first wave. The elderly and those

with higher HI titres had lower risk, while those in larger households

had higher risk of seroconversion.

Keywords Epidemic waves, H1N1pdm09, haemagglutination

inhibition, risk factors, seroconversion, seroepidemiology.
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Introduction

The 1918 influenza A H1N1 pandemic caused second and

third waves in many countries that were more severe than the

initial pandemic wave,1 and more severe follow-on waves

were also observed in some countries during the 1957 and

1968 influenza pandemics.2,3 It was therefore a concern that

after the influenza A (H1N1pdm09) pandemic that spread

rapidly across the world in 2009,4 additional waves of

infection would follow the initial wave. Several questions

about the epidemiology of successive epidemic waves remain

unanswered – Are individuals infected in the initial epidemic

wave protected in subsequent waves? Are there changes in

age distribution and other risk factors between epidemic

waves? Do these risk factors explain the differences in

infection rates across waves? It is therefore important to

explore the epidemiology of H1N1pdm09 infections after the

first epidemic wave.

Tropical regions are important in the understanding of

influenza transmission as their seasonal patterns differ

substantially from temperate regions in which influenza

outbreaks usually occur in winter. In the tropics, influenza

has a high baseline incidence and occasionally more than one

seasonal epidemic a year.5–7 In addition, global influenza

epidemics may be influenced by the overlapping epidemic

transmission within tropical and subtropical South-East

Asia.8 Singapore is a tropical city-state and global transpor-

tation hub in South-East Asia, wherein the first wave of the

H1N1pdm09 epidemic started in June 2009 with sustained

community transmission, with an epidemic wave peaking in
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early August and subsiding by September 2009.9,10 To

determine the seroconversion rates to H1N1pdm09 as a

marker for infection rates during the first wave in Singapore,

a serological cohort study was initiated amongst a commu-

nity cohort of adults before the start of widespread commu-

nity transmission.11

To address the questions described above, we followed the

cohort for an additional 2 years to determine the epidemi-

ology of subsequent waves of H1N1pdm09 infections after

the first epidemic wave and whether there were differences in

risk factors for infection between the different waves.

Methods

Overview of study design
We performed a cohort study amongst individuals aged 21–
75 recruited from the Multiethnic Cohort (MEC) of the

Singapore Consortium of Cohort Studies. We enrolled 838

subjects at the start of community transmission in Singapore,

comprising new and existing MEC participants who con-

sented to participation.11 Subjects provided baseline blood

samples (Sample 1 collected from 29 June 2005 to 27 June

2009) upon recruitment (4% new samples, 96% banked

samples during their original recruitment) and several

additional blood samples listed below and depicted in

Figure 1.

� Sample 2 (collected from 20 August 2009 to 29 August

2009): During the first epidemic wave about 4 weeks

after the epidemic had peaked to capture seroconversion

until the peak of the first wave.

� Sample 3 (6 October 2009–11 October 2009): At least

4 weeks after epidemic activity had subsided to capture

seroconversion during the first wave.

� Sample 4 (8 April 2010–22 April 2010): Before the

midyear epidemic period in April to July, the most

frequent epidemic period in Singapore,5 and after the

2nd most common epidemic period which typically

occurs from November to February.

� Sample 5 (2 July 2010–8 July 2010): 10–12 weeks after

sample 4 to capture midyear epidemic wave serocon-

versions.

� Sample 6 (19 September 2010–27 September 2010): 10–
12 weeks after sample 5 to test whether there were

substantive changes in seroincidence after the midyear

epidemic wave.

To verify that the chosen sampling periods corresponded

to our anticipated epidemic waves, we analysed the number

of H1N1pdm09-positive samples sent to the National Public

Health Laboratory from sentinel primary healthcare clinics

which had been requested to submit samples of cases that

met the World Health Organization influenza-like illness

(ILI) criteria.

Questionnaire survey
We conducted a baseline survey on key demographic

variables and additional repeat surveys covering the sample

collection periods to capture self-reported influenza vacci-

nation events and any new-onset fever and respiratory

symptoms. During the initial epidemic wave, six surveys were

conducted fortnightly, ending with sample 3. Subsequently,

we conducted three additional surveys timed to coincide with

each of the later samples (4–6) to cover vaccination events

and illness episodes from the time of the last sample

collection; the survey frequency was reduced to minimize the

burden of data collection on study participants in view of the

extended period of study.

Blood sampling and laboratory testing
For each sample, up to 10 ml of venous blood was obtained

from participants. Sera were pre-treated with receptor
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Figure 1. Time course of serological analyses and H1N1pdm09 cases detected by the National laboratory surveillance system. Line graph – Weekly

number of H1N1pdm09 (blue), H3N2 (purple) and influenza B (black) cases detected by the National Public Health Laboratory. Bar graphs –% of

serological samples with the corresponding antibody titres for each blood sample.
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destroying enzyme (Denka-Seiken, Japan) before enzyme

inactivation by addition of an equal volume of 1�6%
trisodium citrate and incubation at 56°C for 30 minutes.

The haemagglutination inhibition (HI) assay with A/Cali-

fornia/7/2009 (H1N1pdm09) was performed according to

standard protocols at the World Health Organization

Collaborating Centre for Reference and Research on Influ-

enza in Melbourne, Australia, as previously described.11,12

Titres were expressed as the reciprocal of the highest dilution,

to a maximum tested dilution of 1:1280, of serum where

haemagglutination was prevented. This study was approved

by the institutional review board of the National University

of Singapore.

Data and statistical analysis
We simplified our analysis by grouping seroconversion

events detected into three epidemic periods (Figure 1). We

defined period A as the period between samples 1 and 2/3 (26

May 2009–3 October 2009), period B between samples 2/3

and 4 (4 October 2009–3 April 2010) and period C between

samples 4 and 5/6 (4 April 2010–18 September 2010). The

end dates correspond to the last day of the epidemiological

week before the first sample of the succeeding period was

taken to account for the lag between infection and serological

response,13 while the start dates corresponded to the

detection of the first case of H1N1pdm09 in Singapore9 for

period A and the day after the end of the preceding period

for B and C. The three periods corresponded approximately

to the initial wave (period A) and two subsequent periods of

increased activity in accordance with historical expectations

of influenza epidemic seasons at the end (period B) and

middle of the year (period C), respectively. Comparisons

were made for each subject in the respective periods only if

the subject contributed a sample before the start of the

period and one additional sample thereafter. Seroconversion

was defined as a fourfold or greater increase in antibody titre

from a previous serum sample, including instances in periods

A and C where the increase was observed between non-

consecutive samples (i.e. samples 1–3 and 4–6, respectively).
Geometric mean titres (GMTs) were estimated by assign-

ing a value of 5 for titres below 10 and a value of 1280 for

titres of 1280 or higher. When analysing for the effect of

vaccination experience (Figure 2), GMTs were compared

against those from unvaccinated controls, with analytic

weights used to adjust for the effects of age distribution. For

the analyses of likely infections during a defined period,

participants who seroconverted between any successive pairs

of blood samples (taking into account missing samples) were

considered as having serological evidence of infection during

that period; for periods B and C, those who reported

influenza vaccination within the corresponding time period

were excluded, since at that time, influenza vaccine formu-

lations sold in Singapore contained A/California/7/2009

(H1N1pdm09).

Univariate and multivariate logistic regression (including

all variables from the univariate analysis) was used to

investigate whether seroconversion in each period (epidemic

wave) was associated with demographic and household
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characteristics from the baseline survey data (collected in

mid-June 2009), previous vaccination against seasonal

influenza (i.e. with vaccines not containing H1N1pdm09),

HI titres at the start of that period, as well as seroconversion

to A/California/7/2009 (H1N1) in the preceding period

(applicable to periods B and C). In addition, we grouped

observations from all three periods by treating them as

clustered data grouped by each participant while using

robust standard errors. We also tested for possible interac-

tion between the various factors and the epidemic period to

determine whether factors associated with infection changed

over successive epidemic waves. Observations from individ-

uals who previously received vaccines containing the

H1N1pdm09 strain (from period B onwards) were excluded

because seroconversion has been shown not to be a reliable

endpoint for detecting infection in those who previously

received a matched vaccine.14 Finally, we also investigated

whether self-reported acute respiratory illness (ARI) episodes

(as an alternative outcome measure independent of sero-

conversion to detect possible H1N1pdm09 infection) were

associated with baseline HI titres and influenza vaccination.

Statistical analyses were performed by Stata 10.0 (StataCorp,

College Station, TX, USA).

Results

Weekly numbers of H1N1pdm09-positive samples from the

national laboratory surveillance system, together with the

serological results, are shown in Figure 1. Following the

initial epidemic wave from June to September 2009, there

was an additional period of increased H1N1pdm09 activity

from November 2009 to February 2010 and another from

April to June 2010. The occurrence of these latter periods of

activity supports our decision to group the analysis into three

periods, subsequently described as the 1st, 2nd and 3rd

epidemic waves (periods A, B and C). There was also a

concurrent rise in samples positive for H3N2 and influenza B

from April 2010 onwards, indicating that H1N1pdm09 did

not emerge as the sole circulating influenza strain in

Singapore. There was a major shift in antibody titre

distribution between samples 1 and 2 and no significant

difference between samples 2 and 3. In spite of H1N1pdm09

activity in period B, there was a slight decrease in the

proportion with titres ≥10 from samples 3 to 4, followed by

an increase particularly at titres ≥40 from samples 4 to 5 and

no significant change between samples 5 and 6.

The characteristics of the subjects over successive periods

are shown in Table 1. Seven hundred and twenty seven

subjects contributed samples (one sample at the beginning

and one at the end of the period) in period A (1st wave), 650

in period B (2nd wave) and 649 in period C (3rd wave).

There was no significant change in the distribution of

demographic and household characteristics over the succes-

sive periods. In the enrolment survey, 9�8% reported having

previously received influenza vaccines, while 2�2% reported

receiving influenza vaccine in period A. These seasonal

influenza vaccines that did not contain the H1N1pdm09

strain as the monovalent H1N1pdm09 vaccine (and subse-

quently the trivalent vaccine containing H1N1pdm09) were

available only from October 2009. In periods B and C, 5�7%
and 1�7%, respectively, received influenza vaccine formula-

tions containing the H1N1pdm09 strain. In total, 13�5% of

subjects seroconverted in period A (which would correspond

to the 1st infection wave), while 8�3% and 7�7% of subjects

seroconverted in periods B and C. After excluding those who

received vaccines containing the H1N1pdm09 strain, this was

reduced to 6�2% and 6�8%, respectively. Only 4 individuals

seroconverted more than once – 2 in period B and 2 in

period C (one each with prior seroconversions in periods A

and B). In addition, the relative proportions of influenza

activity determined through the number of H1N1pdm09-

positive samples amongst ILI samples in the national

surveillance system and the seroconversion rates in this

study were consistent across the periods (see Table 2).

Figure 2 shows the distribution of titres across the 6

serological samples in the respective periods when subjects

reported influenza vaccination. While antibody titres rose in

the samples taken immediately after vaccination, the change

between samples 1 and 3 amongst those vaccinated in period

A was not substantively different from what would be

expected from H1N1pdm09 infections when compared

against unvaccinated controls after adjusting for age; higher

GMTs from samples 4 to 6 were observed because 38% of

those vaccinated in period A also subsequently received the

H1N1pdm09 vaccine in period B. The effect of receiving the

H1N1pdm09 vaccine is demonstrated clearly in those

vaccinated in periods B and C, where there is a significant

change in GMT between samples 3 and 4 and between

samples 4 and 6, respectively – not observed in those who

were never vaccinated. This is also clear when comparing

seroconversions between unvaccinated and vaccinated indi-

viduals in the three periods. In period A, 18�8% of those who

reported receiving the seasonal influenza vaccine serocon-

verted compared with 13�4% of those who did not

(P = 0�465). In periods B and C, 43�2% and 54�6% of those

who reported receiving the vaccine seroconverted compared

with 6�2% and 6�8% of those who did not (P < 0�001 in both

cases). As it is not possible to distinguish between serocon-

versions due to infection and those due to vaccination, we

excluded those who reported vaccination in periods B and C

from subsequent analyses for the specific periods when

vaccination took place.

Figure 3 shows the differences in age distribution of

infections across time periods. There were significantly fewer

infections in the 20–24 age group in period B compared with

A and also significantly fewer infections in the 40–49 age

Three epidemic waves of A(H1N1)pdm09 in Singapore
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Table 1. Comparison of study variables over successive survey periods

No. of subjects by period

Enrolment, n = 838 Period A, n = 727 Period B, n = 650 Period C, n = 649

Age as of 1 January 2009

20–24 92 (11�0) 78 (10�7) 64 (9�8) 66 (10�2)
25–29 66 (7�9) 50 (6�9) 43 (6�6) 41 (6�3)
30–34 59 (7�0) 51 (7�0) 46 (7�1) 44 (6�8)
35–39 93 (11�1) 81 (11�1) 71 (10�9) 72 (11�1)
40–44 144 (17�2) 128 (17�6) 117 (18�0) 117 (18�0)
45–49 154 (18�4) 139 (19�1) 125 (19�2) 125 (19�3)
50–54 97 (11�6) 84 (11�6) 75 (11�5) 77 (11�9)
55–59 69 (8�2) 63 (8�7) 59 (9�1) 56 (8�6)
≥60 64 (7�6) 53 (7�3) 50 (7�7) 51 (7�9)

Sex

Male 353 (42�1) 295 (40�6) 259 (39�8) 262 (40�4)
Female 485 (57�9) 432 (59�4) 391 (60�2) 387 (59�6)

Household size, mean (range) 4�7 (1–14) 4�7 (1–14) 4�7 (1–13) 4�7 (1–13)

Had children aged <5 years

No 678 (80�9) 584 (80�3) 523 (80�5) 526 (81�0)
Yes 160 (19�1) 143 (19�7) 127 (19�5) 123 (19�0)

Had children aged 5–19 years

No 325 (38�8) 272 (37�4) 242 (37�2) 241 (37�1)
Yes 513 (61�2) 455 (62�6) 408 (62�8) 408 (62�9)

Reported influenza vaccine in respective surveys*

No 756 (90�2) 711 (97�8) 613 (94�3) 638 (98�3)
Yes 82 (9�8) 16 (2�2) 37 (5�7) 11 (1�7)

Seroconverted

No – 629 (86�5) 596 (91�7) 599 (92�3)
Yes – 98 (13�5) 54 (8�3) 50 (7�7)

Serological evidence of infection**

No – 629 (86�5) 575 (93�8) 564 (93�2)
Yes – 98 (13�5) 38 (6�2) 41 (6�8)

Unless otherwise stated, numbers in brackets are column percentages.

*Influenza vaccines reported at enrolment and within period A would contain only seasonal influenza strains, while those reported within periods B

and C would contain the H1N1pdm09 strain.

**For periods B and C, excludes observations from individuals who received vaccines containing the H1N1pdm09 strain.

Table 2. Comparison of H1N1pdm09-positive cases amongst influenza-like illness (ILI) samples submitted to the National Public Health Laboratory

and seroconversion rates from this study by study period

Period of epidemic activity by

epidemiological week

H1N1pdm09 positive

in ILI samples (%)*

% seroconverted

(%)**

PCR versus

SC*** ratio

Period A: 2009 week 21 to 2009 week 39 1468 (52�1) 13�5% (51�0) 1�02
Period B: 2009 week 40 to 2010 week 10 612 (21�7) 6�2% (23�4) 0�93
Period C: 2010 week 14 to 2010 week 36 739 (26�1) 6�8% (25�6) 1�02
Entire study period 2819 (100) 26�5% (100)† 1�00

Numbers in brackets are the proportionate incidence occurring in the period.

*Based on number of ILI samples testing positive for H1N1pdm09 at the National Public Health Laboratory.

**Excludes observations from individuals reporting receipt of vaccines against H1N1pdm09.

***Ratio of percentages in respective columns.
†Based on the sum of seroconversions in all three periods, with each period having an equal weight.
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group in periods B and C compared with A. Within most age

groups, there is an inverse relationship between seroconver-

sion during a period and the proportion with antibodies by

HI during the start of the period. In all age groups,

seroconversions in period A resulted in higher titres at the

end of the period (sample 2/3), which were then accompa-

nied by fewer seroconversions in period B in all except the

age groups 25–29 (Figure 3C) and 55–59 (Figure 3I). We

also observed a decrease from samples 2/3 to sample 4 in the

proportion with titres ≥10 for all ages below 50, accompanied

by a subsequent increase in seroconversions in period C in

the age group 20–24 (Figure 3B) and the three age groups

spanning 35–49 (Figure 3E–G).
Figure 4 shows the results of univariate and multivariate

analyses to evaluate the association of variables with

seroconversion amongst subjects within each period and

across all three periods combined. After adjusting for the

effect of other covariates, in particular the HI titres at the
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symbols denote results significant and non-significant at P < 0�05, respectively. Observations from individuals following receipt of influenza vaccination in

periods B and C were excluded.
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start of that period, periods B and C still had overall lower

odds of seroconversion than period A. Significantly higher

odds of seroconversion between the youngest (age

<25 years) and older age groups were observed only in

period A (Figure 4A), although the combined analysis does

suggest that those aged 50 and above had a lower odds of

infection over the three epidemic periods (Figure 4D).

Women consistently had significantly lower odds of sero-

conversion than men in period B and in the combined

analysis (Figure 4B,D). Households with more members

(larger household size) were associated with higher odds of

seroconversion in periods A and C and in the combined

analysis. There was an inverse relationship between HI

titres at the start of the period and seroconversion during

that period across all three periods, although this was

statistically significant on multivariate analyses only in

period A and in all three periods combined. Seroconversion

in the previous period was associated with lower odds of

seroconversion on univariate analysis, but not after adjust-

ing for the effect of HI titres in the preceding period, which

was the dominant factor. We found no significant rela-

tionship between self-reported prior receipt of seasonal

vaccine on odds of seroconversion. On testing for interac-

tions between time period and other covariates in the

combined analysis, the only significant interactions detected

were those confirming a difference between periods A and

B in the effect of having household members of different

ages (Figure 4A versus 4B).

Because higher titres can reduce the ability to detect

seroconversion,15 we used self-reported ARI episodes as an

alternative outcome independent of HI titres to investigate

the effect of higher titres on protection against infection and

the effect of vaccination. For all three periods combined,

there was significant evidence that those with higher titres

were less likely to have had an ARI [OR of 0�89 (95% CI

0�81–0�97, P = 0�013) per twofold increase in titre]; this was

also possible for the individual periods although they were

not statistically significant [OR of 0�90 (95% CI 0�74–1�10),
0�96 (0�84–1�09) and 0�91 (0�79–1�04) per twofold increase

in titre for periods A, B and C, respectively]. Self-reported

ARI episodes were also less common in period C for those

who received influenza vaccination in period B although it

was not significant [OR of 0�80 (95% CI 0�38–1�68,
P = 0�553)].

Discussion

Influenza pandemics have been shown to exhibit different

epidemiological patterns across different regions. While

mortality rates in the 1918 pandemic were generally greater

in the 2nd wave than the 1st and 3rd waves worldwide,2,16 the

2nd wave of the 1968 pandemic resulted in higher mortality

in England, France, Japan and Australia but not in North

America.3 The H1N1pdm09 pandemic provided a rare

opportunity to determine the epidemiology of successive

epidemic waves of a new influenza virus, especially in the

tropics where epidemiological patterns differ from those in

temperate regions.

As in previous studies, we used serological conversion

rates to represent likely infection rates.11,17 From existing

laboratory ILI surveillance data, it is apparent that there were

three periods of increased H1N1pdm09 activity from June to

September 2009, from November 2009 to February 2010 and

from April to June 2010, with the 2nd and 3rd waves of

infection likely to have arisen as a consequence of continued

circulation of H1N1pdm09 viruses during Singapore’s com-

mon influenza epidemic months in the middle and end of

the calendar year.

The seroconversion rate of 13�5% during the first epidemic

wave was the highest of the 3 waves, decreasing to 6�2% and

6�8% in subsequent waves. The odds of seroconversion

during the 2nd and 3rd waves were also lower than those in

the first wave. This may be due to the large number of

individuals who were infected and developed immunity in

the initial wave and were hence less likely to be infected in

subsequent waves, with the lower resultant force of infection

on transmission of influenza in the population. This is

suggested by the lower odds of seroconversion for those with

prior seroconversion and higher HI titres at the start of the

respective periods (Figure 4). However, there was also some

suggestion of a reduction in the levels of immunity (as seen

in some age groups in Figure 3) prior to the start of the third

wave; this may have allowed slightly more H1N1pdm09

activity in period C as compared to B, as was apparent in

both in the ILI data and seroconversion rates for the

respective periods. We also note that fluctuations in the

distribution of antibody titres from samples 3 to 6 were

small. This may be due to the absence of strong seasonal

factors in Singapore, with population level immunity reach-

ing an equilibrium soon after the first wave. Decays in

individual immunity may then be topped up by new

infections to maintain a stable herd immunity profile, with

only small oscillations between outbreaks.

Comparing seroconversions by age groups across the three

waves, there were significantly fewer infections in the 20–24
age group in the second wave compared with the first wave

and significantly fewer infections in the 40–49 age group in

the second and third waves compared with the first wave.

This could be due to more infections in those age groups in

the first wave (Figure 3), which reduced the susceptible pool

in subsequent waves. The reason for the greater risk of

infection in the first wave could be that these age groups

comprise young adults in the conscript Singapore military18

and tertiary educational institutions with more intense

interactions between individuals and adults with young

school-going children as a conduit of spread.

Three epidemic waves of A(H1N1)pdm09 in Singapore
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Overall, those aged >60 had lower odds of seroconversion

even after adjusting for the effect of antibody titres. This has

also been observed in various studies across the world19–21

and could be due to a higher prevalence of pre-existing

immunity from antibodies to the H1N1pdm09 virus or

protective mechanisms such as T-cell-mediated immunity,

which might either protect these individuals from infection

or reduce our ability to detect seroconversion upon infec-

tion.22 Being part of a larger household in general resulted in

independently higher odds of seroconversion, possibly due

to the increased opportunity for exposure to infected family

members at home,23 especially in the Singapore setting

where larger households mostly comprise additional young

children who have been shown to be possible conduits of

infection.24

Not surprisingly, we found that higher HI titres at the

beginning of a period reduce the likelihood of seroconversion

during that period (Figures 3 and 4). A similar but weaker

relationship was demonstrated independently using self-

reported ARI as an outcome, suggesting that existing

antibodies as determined by HI assays were truly protective

against subsequent infection. We did not observe any

significant relationship between vaccination against seasonal

influenza strains and seroconversion to A/California/7/2009

in the subsequent period, which is unsurprising given the

poor match between previous vaccine strains and

H1N1pdm09. We did assess whether vaccination against

H1N1pdm09 in period B decreased the chance of serocon-

version to A/California/7/2009 in period C, but no effect was

found (data not shown in view of concerns about the validity

of serological endpoints to assess infection following receipt

of a vaccine with a matched strain).14 However, we did find

that those with vaccination against H1N1pdm09 had

decreased odds of reporting clinical symptoms, although

the small number of vaccinated individuals makes this result

suggestive but not significant. Additional cohort studies

using RT-PCR to confirm diagnosis are needed to clarify the

efficacy of vaccination on infection in view of mixed results

in a recent study.25

There are some limitations to the current study. Serum

was titrated to 1:1280, preventing the detection of serocon-

version amongst those with a titre of 1:640 or above at the

start of any time period. However, the effect of this

truncation is likely to be slight, for only two individuals

(with titres of 1:640 and 1:1280) across samples 4–6 could

have had an actual fourfold rise missed. Children were not

included in our cohort due to difficulty in recruitment –
children are possible conduits for infection, and understand-

ing their infection rates and risk factors is important for

future studies. The timing of serological samples for the 2nd

and 3rd waves was determined a priori based on historical

epidemic periods, possibly resulting in sampling gaps. In

particular, waning of antibody titres may have reduced the

number of seroconversions detected, particularly during the

2nd wave. The timing of sample 4, which was collected in

early April after the 3rd wave of infections started, may have

increased and decreased the number of seroconversions

attributed to the 2nd and 3rd waves, respectively. The gap

may also have led to the relatively low seroconversion rates

amongst those reporting receipt of H1N1pdm09 vaccine.

ARI, which we used as an alternative to seroconversions in

exploring the effect of preceding titres and vaccination status,

is a crude outcome measure. Other than general recall biases

associated with the long gap between later surveys (after

sample 3), the use of more specific indicators such as ILI was

not possible because not all individuals could recall fever

associated with these illness episodes; it also does not

distinguish other possible aetiologies which may differ in

their risk factors. The study design was also inadequate for

examining the effect of influenza vaccinations, given our use

of serologic endpoints to assess the effect of H1N1pdm09

vaccine. We also could not ascertain the timing of past

seasonal influenza vaccinations when assessing the effect of

these on risk of infection with H1N1pdm09. Future studies

could explore more frequent intervals of blood sampling,

phone interviews and possibly even virological sampling

when symptomatic coupled with verification of vaccination

records through healthcare providers, although this has to be

balanced with overall costs and dropout rates with frequent

sampling and more intensive data collection. Finally, addi-

tional studies are needed to explore severity measures such as

hospitalizations and mortality to determine whether these

were different across the epidemic waves and to ascertain

whether there was evidence of heterotypic immunity,

particularly in 2010 when all three influenza subtypes

circulated.

Conclusion

The 2nd and 3rd epidemic waves of H1N1pdm09 infection in

Singapore had lower serological attack rates amongst adults

compared with the 1st wave. Across the waves, the elderly

and those with higher HI titres in the preceding period were

at lower risk of seroconversion, while those with larger

households were at greater risk of seroconversion.
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